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Power Ride
20" 22" 
SKU: 
CY0001062920, CY0001062922

Weight: heavy
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: clean, pingy
Intensity: controlled
Sustain: fairly long
Bell Character: fairly separated, strong

Sound Character: 
Bright, full, clean, energetic, strong. Fairly narrow range, fairly clean mix. Heavy
response, controllable feel. Big, clean, glassy ping over a dry, dark and bell-like wash.
The classic power ride sound for mainly Rock and Metal applications.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Wild Ride
20" 22" 
SKU: 
CY0001065820, CY0001065822

Weight: medium heavy
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: silvery, shattering
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: integrated, clear, strong

Sound Character: 
Full, rich, aggressive. Wide range, complex mix. Even feel, very responsive. Pronounced,
crispy ping over loud, massive, icy wash. A huge, dirty ride sound that’s very loud and
aggressive when crashed. Well suited for forceful playing, especially in Rock and Metal.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Wild Crush Ride
18" 19" 20" 
SKU: 
CY0001067918, CY0001067919, CY0001067920

Weight: medium thin
Volume: low to very loud
Stick Sound: very crisp, metallic, shattering
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium long
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Aggressive, lively, wild, foaming, roaring, washy. Wide range, complex mix. Relatively
soft feel, extremely responsive and giving. This cymbal performs best when played with
the stick shaft on the outer third of the surface. Produces a crushing sound with an
aggressive midrange attack and a dark, controlled, steady, crash-like wash. Perfectly
suited for contemporary Rock and Metal.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more
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http://www.paiste.com/e/cymbals.php?family=5&category=1&action=category&model=188
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Ride
20" 22" 24" 
SKU: 
CY0001061620, CY0001061622, CY0001061624

Weight: medium heavy
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: balanced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: clear, integrated

Sound Character: 
Warm, full, lively, brilliant. Wide range, clean mix. Even, balanced feel. Clear defined ping
over full, clear wash. Versatile general purpose ride. Extremely classic rock ride sound.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Heavy Ride
20" 22" 
SKU: 
CY0001062720, CY0001062722

Weight: heavy
Volume: medium loud to very loud
Stick Sound: pingy
Intensity: slightly dry
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: strong, integrated

Sound Character: 
Bright, full, warm, energetic. Fairly wide range, clean mix. Fairly heavy feel. Strong,
defined ping over, full, warm, slightly dark wash. Well suited for louder playing.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Thin Crash
16" 17" 18" 19" 
SKU: 
CY0001061216, CY0001061217, CY0001061218, CY0001061219

Weight: thin
Volume: soft to loud
Stick Sound: washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Medium bright, full, silvery, breathy. Wide range, slightly complex, dense mix. Soft, giving,
very responsive feel. A sturdy thin crash with a rich,
cutting character. Perfect for patterned playing and filling sound spaces in minimal
instrumentation.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more
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http://www.paiste.com/e/cymbals.php?family=5&category=1&action=category&model=55
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Crash
14" 15" 16" 17" 18" 19" 20" 22" 24" 
SKU: 
CY0001061414, CY0001061415, CY0001061416, CY0001061417, CY0001061418,
CY0001061419, CY0001061420, CY0001061422, CY0001061424

Weight: medium
Volume: medium soft to loud
Stick Sound: washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Bright, warm, full, shimmering. Wide range, clean mix. Even, very responsive feel. Very
versatile all-purpose crash. The definitive classic rock crash sound.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Medium
16" 18" 20" 
SKU: 
CY0001061516, CY0001061518, CY0001061520

Weight: medium heavy
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: fairly washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium long
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Bright, rich, warm, full. Wide range, clean mix. Even, responsive feel. Multi-purpose
cymbals with excellent full bodied crash and ride functionality.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Power Crash
16" 17" 18" 19" 20" 
SKU: 
CY0001063016, CY0001063017, CY0001063018, CY0001063019, CY0001063020

Weight: heavy
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: fairly washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Aggressive, shattering, powerful. Fairly narrow range, dense, tight mix. Heavy feel,
powerful attack, with brilliant, silvery highs and midrange heavy body. Strong, extremely
cutting crash for heavy playing.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more
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http://www.paiste.com/e/cymbals.php?family=5&category=2&action=category&model=63
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Wild Crash
17" 18" 19" 20" 
SKU: 
CY0001067717, CY0001067718, CY0001067719, CY0001067720

Weight: medium
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: silvery, raw
Intensity: full, lively
Sustain: fairly short
Bell Character: wide, integrated

Sound Character: 
Hissing, roaring, metallic, shimmering. Narrow range, fairly complex mix. Very
responsive, balanced feel, especially controllable while crash/riding. A strong, piercing,
crash paired with a growling decay. Very sturdy crash cymbal for louder musical
applications in aggressive drumming styles.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Wild Hats
14" 15" 
SKU: 
CY0001067314, CY0001067315

Weight: medium heavy top / heavy bottom
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: icy, sharp
Intensity: very lively
Sustain: fairly long
Chick Sound: meaty, strong

Sound Character: 
Wild, metallic, icy, dark, full and piercing. Fairly wide range, complex mix. Very
responsive, giving feel. Very wild, roaring open sound. Sharp, dark and cutting stick
sound. A very strong and powerful, yet sensitive hi-hat that is well suited for today’s Rock
and Metal genres.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Medium Hi-Hat
14" 15" 
SKU: 
CY0001063714, CY0001063715

Weight: medium top / medium bottom
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: defined
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Chick Sound: full, distinct

Sound Character: 
Warm, full, brilliant. Fairly wide range, balanced mix. Soft, responsive feel. Warm, full
open sound. Defined, solid chick sound. Versatile all-round hi-hat with definitive classic
sound.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more
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http://www.paiste.com/e/cymbals.php?family=5&category=2&action=category&model=156
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Sound Edge Hi-Hat
13" 14" 15" 
SKU: 
CY0001063113, CY0001063114, CY0001063115

Weight: medium top / medium heavy bottom
Volume: medium soft to loud
Stick Sound: pronounced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Chick Sound: sharp, pronounced

Sound Character: 
Medium bright, full, warm, brilliant. Wide range, fairly complex mix. Fast, responsive feel.
Full, bright, energetic open sound. Sharp, full chick sound. The original, patented, wavy
bottom hi-hat.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Heavy Hi-Hat
14" 
SKU: 
CY0001063414

Weight: medium heavy top / heavy bottom
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: pronounced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Chick Sound: crisp, full

Sound Character: 
Brilliant, warm, full, high pitched. Wide range, clean mix. Fairly heavy feel. Bright, strong,
full open sound. Crisp, full, cutting chick sound. Versatile hi-hat for energetic playing. A
rock classic.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Novo China
18" 20" 
SKU: 
CY0001062518, CY0001062520

Weight: medium
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: fairly pingy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: clear, integrated

Sound Character: 
Very bright, slightly trashy, full, exotic. Wide range, complex mix. Fast, responsive,
explosive crash, loud, clear defined bell. Very unique, versatile china for flexible
application.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more
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China
16" 18" 20" 22" 
SKU: 
CY0001062616, CY0001062618, CY0001062620, CY0001062622

Weight: medium
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: fairly pingy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Medium bright, full, exotic, fairly trashy. Wide range, complex mix. Responsive, full
sounding crash, complex, trashy ride. The definitive classic rock china sound.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Wild China
15" 17" 19" 21" 
SKU: 
CY0001068815, CY0001068817, CY0001068819, CY0001068821

Weight: medium
Volume: medium low to very loud
Stick Sound: crisp, pangy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Wild, roaring, dark, trashy, shimmering. Wide range, fairly complex mix. Responsive feel.
Aggressive, widespread, shattering attack with an oriental, acidic decay. Perfectly suited
for all types of extreme musical styles that require a sturdy, almost uncontrollable China.
Odd sizes offer a unique and different alternative to your set up.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Splash
8" 10" 11" 12" 
SKU: 
CY0001062208, CY0001062210, CY0001062211, CY0001062212

Weight: medium
Volume: soft to medium
Stick Sound: washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: short
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Warm, full, bright. Fairly narrow range, clean mix. Responsive, explosive, full sounding
splash. The definitive, classic rock splash sound.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more
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Wild Splash
10" 
SKU: 
CY0001068410

Weight: medium
Volume: low to loud
Stick Sound: crisp, washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Silvery, warm, full, breathy. Fairly wide range, complex mix. Extremely quick and
responsive feel. Aggressive, brilliant, shattering attack paired with an airy and almost
trashy decay. Well suited for all styles of rock & extreme metal music that requires a
piercing splash to cut through very loud volume settings.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Cup Chime
5" 5pc Set 5.5" 6" 6.5" 7" 7pc Set 7.5" 8" 
SKU: 
CY0001069107, CY0001069109, CY0001069106, CY0001069105, CY0001069104,
CY0001069103, CY0001069108, CY0001069102, CY0001069101

Weight: medium
Volume: soft to medium loud
Stick Sound: dry, pingy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: full, loud

Sound Character: 
Bright, warm, full, brilliant. Wide range, clean mix. Soft, extremely responsive. Explosive,
shattering, glassy attack with modulating warm, full, long fade. Features an exotic, very
dominant center tone with lively, flanging over- and undertones. Available individually or
as sets on hardware mountable 5 and 7 arm holders. Well suited for upside down
mounting over a ride bell.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Accent Cymbal
4" 6" 8" 
SKU: 
CY0001069304, CY0001069306, CY0001069308

Weight: medium heavy
Volume: soft to medium loud
Stick Sound: pingy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: muted, separated

Sound Character: 
Bright, brilliant, warm. Narrow range, clean mix. Very responsive feel. Slightly shattering,
explosive attack with warm, mellow bell-like fade. Features an exotic feeling, very
dominant center tone with soft, swirling over- and undertones. Available individually, as
pairs with straps, or strung up pairs. Could also be used as very unusual mini hats or
mounted upside down over a ride bell.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more
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Bell Chime
6" 
SKU: 
CY0001069006

Weight: very heavy
Volume: soft to very loud
Stick Sound: very dry, pingy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: very, very long
Bell Character: dry, anvil-like

Sound Character: 
Bright, full, warm, brilliant. Narrow range, clean mix. Heavy, very immediate feel.
Dominant fundamental note surrounded by prominent, very musical, under- and
overtones, which modulate at varying amplitudes. Exceptionally long, seemingly never
ending sustain. The ultimate bright, warm, mellow bell sound.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more
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